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In the case at gas turbines, in the ?rst-place 
in the case of gas turbines operating with con 
stant pressure, the employment, for the purpose 
of raising the e?iciency of the gas turbine, of heat 
exchange devices, constitutes 'a-known method. 
The heat exchange device required for this pur 
pose represents, however, a structure of such large 
weight, whereby its employment for many pur 
poses—especially in case a low total weight of 
structure is required-is rendered more di?icult. 
With the aid of the working process'according 

to the invention it is, even without any extensive 
employment of heat exchange devices, possible 
whilst keeping weights low-to obtain total 'eiil 
ciencies of 25-45% and high outputs with as 
small dimensions as possible. , 
The gas turbine equipment necessary for this 

purpose, 1. e. for the realization of the new process 
is composed of a compressor, of a turbine and of 
a ?ring chamber or combustion chamber arranged 

I behind the compressor. According to the inven 
tion, in the compressor of the gas turbine the air 
is compressed to a certain advantageously chosen 
?gure of pressure, following which combustion 
at constant pressureis produced so as to concen 
trate this combustion to a portion ‘of. the com 
pressed'air only or, heatis introduced into this 
portion or the air, which introduction of heatis 

I followed, after having led this portion of the 
working medium together with the other portion 
thereof in a common gas current into the tur 
bine, by a further heat introduction taking place 
in the ?rst stages of the turbine, during expan 
sion, advantageously in such a manner that this 
?rst part of the expansion should be approxi 
-mately isothermic, whilst the expansion in the 
remaining stages of the turbine shall take a course 
which approaches more the adiabatic than the 
isothermic, any introduction of heat ‘during the 
expansion in’ the said remaining stages of the 
turbine being preferably dispensed with. ‘ 
By selecting the pressures, i. e. the pressure 

‘drops of the various sections of expansion in a 
suitable manner it is possible to obtain the high 
e?lciency and relatively high speci?c output men 
'tioned above, without having to raise the maxi-' 
mum mean temperature set up in 'the turbine 
above the limit to which materials of construc 
tion maygstill-‘safely be heated, i. e. above about 
800 to ‘700° C. ‘This is possible as'the said intro 
duction of heat before the entranceinto the tur 

10 

ensuring the safetignition andthe maintenance 
of the combustion o\f the fuel, whilst this high 
temperature is lowered by the other portion of 
the compressed working medium to a practically 
permissible value. i . 

In order to enablev the invention to be more 
readily understood, reference is made .to the 
accompanying ?gures, of which > ' 

Fig. 1 represents the pressure-volume diagram 
of the working process; ' 

Figs. ,2, v3 and 4 are diagrams of the obtainable 
thermal e?lciencies, and speci?c performances, 

. respectively. 

Figs. 5-5:: ande 6, respectively, are sections of 
two embodiments, shown by way. of example, of 
the gas turbine suitable for. carrying the work 
ing process into effect; Fig. 511 being a section 
along the section plane ia-ia through the com-. 
bustion chamber of Fig. 5, ' 

Fig. '7 is a~longitudinal section of an embodi 
ment, shown by way of example, of an atomizer 
capable of being employed advantageously for the 

, suitable control of the gas turbine; ‘?nally, 
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blue takes place in a portion of the compressed . 
_ working medium-only, at a temperature higher 
than the average. temperature of the entrance 
into the turbine, this being necessary in view of 

p 
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I Figs. 8 and 9 are diagrammatical longitudinal 
sections of such types of design of the gas _tur 
bine in which a separate low-pressure turbine 
behind the turbine according to the invention is I I 
also provided. . 
In the diagram according to Fig. 1 representing 

a mode, by way of example, of carrying the proc 
ess according to the invention into effect, the 
pressures set/ up- in .the working process are > 
traced -on the ordinate _axis__ and the speci?c 
volumes‘ of the gas on the abscissa axis-pa, 1m 
and To are denoting the initial pressure, speci?c 
volume ‘and absolute temperature, respectively, of 
the gas drawn in by the compressor; m, m and T1 
are the corresponding ?guresrelating to the con- 
dition of the‘ gas when leaving the ‘compressor, 
1», v: and Ta, this latter as a mean (equalization) 
temperature are the condition indicators‘ of the 
gas after preliminary introduction of heat, whilst 
pa, in’, T2 and pa, in, Ta are the condition indi- ‘ 
cators of the ?nal condition of the expansion 
taking. place in the turbine during'further heat 
introduction at practically constant temperature, 
and those of the condition at the discharge from 
the turbine after the (adiabatic) 1 expansiomre 
‘spectively. in and D0 are, in general, equal, but 
in cast throttling is employed in front of the 
compressor, Po will be lower than 9:. _ , 
The advantages f , this Working process as 

compared to the workingprocesses known up to 
now may. be seen from the Figs. 2, 3, and ‘con 
taining two sets oi’ curves. On these figures the 



2 
ordinate is the compression ratio pi/po, whilst the 
abscissa is the proportion in which the pressure 
drop (pa-p0) ' corresponding to nearly adiabatic 
expansion stands to the total pressure drop 
(pi-pa). The abscissa 

92-110 
271-210 

represents accordingly the so-called relative mag 
nitude of the adiabatic expansion. Accordingly, 
on the ?rst of the two sets of curves the ordinates 
belonging to the value zero of the abscissa repre 
sent the ?gures corresponding to the isothermic 
expansion, whilst the ordinates belonging to the 
value 1 of the abscissa represent the ?gures -be 
longing to the expansion without further intro 
duction of heat. The curves traced in full lines 
belonging to one set of curves of the diagram are 
mutually connecting the ‘points corresponding 
to an identical thermal efficiency, whilst the 
curves traced in broken lines, belonging to the 
other set of curves,_ are mutually connecting the 
points corresponding to certain constant ?gures 
of useful output of work (speci?c output of work) 
expressed in calories per kilogram of air drawn in. 
With starting data differing from the ?gures of 
temperature and of e?iciency assumed (see Figs. 
3 and 4 as compared with Fig. 2’) the curves are 
of slightly different shape, but in other respect of 
generally similar character. - 

It appears from the diagram of Fig. 2 belong 
ing to a compressor e?iciency of 0.85 and a tur 
bine ei?ciency of 0.9, further to a maximum tem 
perature of 600° .C., that with a certain advan~ 
tageous compression ratio, e. g. between p1/po=5 
and pi/pn=11, a thermal e?iciency slightly more 
advantageous than 25 %' may be obtained also by 
means‘of a process of work operating with purely 
adiabatic expansion, but the speci?c perform 
ance will only amount to a ?gure between 24 and 
1'? calories per kg. If, as against this, after a 
section of expansion of a certain length at con 
stant temperature, the introduction of heat is, 
discontinued and the expansion is continued adi 
abatically, i. e. if the length of adiabatic expan 
sion is shortened as compared to the known 
process, substantially more advantageous thermal 
efficiencies and speci?c outputs are obtained. 
Thus for instance if the pressure ratio of the 
compression pilpo amounts to 15, whilst the rela 
tive length of adiabatic compression is 0.17, the 
thermal e?iciency will amount of 30.5% and the 
speci?c work to 40 cal./kg. By further diminish 
ing the relative length of the adiabatic expansion, 
whilst‘ keeping the ratio of compression pi/po con 
stant, the efficiency will become lowered, but the 
speci?c output becomes improved still further. 
In view of the fact that the increase of the 
speci?c output is accompanied by a diminution 
of the own weight-of the mechanism, it is from 
this point of view advantageous to employ a rela 
tively short adiabatic expansion. 
With the conditions illustrated on Figs. 3 and 4, 

belonging both to a compressor ef?ciency of 0.9 
and a turbine e?iciency of 0.95, further to a maxi 
mum temperature of 600° C‘. and 700° 0., respec 
tively, the above considerations are, although 
with slightly different, numerical values, valid 
likewise. ' 

The smallest permissible length. of the adi 
abatic expansion will be determined by the con 
sideration that the combustion should certainly, 
become completed already before discharge from 
the turbine, because any part of the fuel the com 
bustion of which is effected after it has left the 
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turbine represents a loss. Thus it will be prefer 
able to employ an adiabatic expansion the rela-. 
tive length of which , 

. 211-170 

amounts to at least 0.05. The increase of the 
length of the adiabatic expansion—whilst keeping 
the ratio of compression constant-will be beyond 
a certain limit cause a diminution in ef?ciency as 
well as in speci?c performance of work; the 
speci?c performance will, however, diminish at 
a more rapid rate than the efficiency. The per 
missible maximum of the relative length of the 
adiabatic expansion can in the case of a greater 
ratio of compression not be as high in the case 
of a smaller ratio of compression because in this 
case the speci?c performance will become di 
minished more rapidly with the increase of the 
?gures 

P2 - Po 

101-210 

For this reason the employment of a relative mag; 
nitude of adiabatic expansion expressed as a func 
tion of the pressure ratio exceeding a certain 
?gure is unadvisable, and as a result of the ex 
amination of these three diagrams can be stated 
that from the points of view of the invention it is 
advisable to choose the relative magnitude of the 
adiabatic compression, i. e. the ?gure ’ 

112-210 
. lh-Po 

so as to be smaller than the figure resulting from 
the formula , 

' 92 _ Pi/Pu 

88 

This result is obtained in the way that a boundary 
line, represented analytically by this formula, 
may be traced in the diagrams (as shown e. g. 
in Fig. 4 by the line a-—b) beyond which line the 
conditions are unsatisfactory as regards the, 
points of view explained above. _ 

It also appears clearly from the curves of Fig. 2 
that in case of the employment of adiabatic ex 
pansion of a magnitude of about 4/10, the ef? 
ciency is nearly independent of the length of the 
adiabatic expansion. For this reason it is advis 
able to proceed in such a manner when regulat 
ing the output of the gas turbine that whilst ' 
keeping the maximum temperature at a nearly 
invariable ?gure, the quantity of heat introduced 
is regulated by altering the magnitude of the adi 
abatic part. 
ceed, differently herefrom, in such a manner, that 
at the regulation the maximum temperature, i. e. 
the speci?c quantity of heat introduced at con 

‘ stant pressure is also varied. If it is desired to 
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avoid that the temperatureshould become ex- . 
cessively diminished with the diminution of. the 
output, it is also possible to proceed in such a 
manner, as to diminish the quantity of air sup 
plied by the compressor by means of throttling, 
simultaneously with diminishing the quantity of 
heat introduced, which can be done by means of 
a simple throttling member employed in front of 
the compressor. 
In Fig. 5 an embodiment of the gas turbine 

suitable for putting the working process accord 
ing to the invention into effect is shown by way 
of example. 
of example on this drawing the compressor rotor 
3 carrying-the rotor blades 2 is keyed jointly with 
the turbine rotor Scarrylng the turbine blades 4 

It is, however, also possible to pro- ~ 

In the embodiment shown by way - 
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on the turbine shaft 6 supported in the bearings 
25, 26, both rotors being arranged inside the com 
pressor and turbine casing l. Stationary blade 
rings ‘I arelocated between successive blade rings 
of the compressor rotor, whilst stationary turbine 
blade rings 8 are located between the successive 
rotor blade rings of the turbine. The combustion 
space 9 into which the burners or atomizers 
lQ-lb' are opening, is arranged behind the com 
pressor. > ' 

introduction of fuel are ‘likewise arranged be 
tween the successive blading stages of the turbine. 
The combustion space 9, the transverse section of 
which is shown on Fig. 5a,'is in the embodiment 
shown by way of example constituted by the in 
terior of an annular hollow body (combustion 
chamber) 13 having a meridian section as shown 
on the figure,v which is mounted in the turbine 
casing coaxially with the turbine axis, and the 
walls of which are-apart from a number of 

3 
the turbine in the direction of the arrow l9 
through the discharge opening 20. The purpose 
and operation of ‘the combustion chamber l3 
shown on Fig. 5 will be the'following: the air 
leaving the compressor is ?owing rapidly and 
therefore, unless a furnace space of su?lcient 
magnitude is provided between the compressor 
and the turbine, insumcient time would be avail: 
able for the combustion of the fuel at the de 

_ 10 \sirable rate. on the other hand, it is all the more 
Further, the burners or atomizers I I, I2 for the - necessary to make provision for the rapid com 

, bustion of the fuel because it is not in each case 

15 

20 

places of support-not entirely supported on the ' 
wall of the gas turbine casing, a clearance or 
channel l4 being left between them and the said -. 
vgas turbine casing wall. The interior ,of the 
combustion chamber is ?tted with openings com 
_municating with the space l5 leading from the 
compressor into the turbine and is ?tted with the 
guiding or de?ecting members IB'which stand 
opposite to the current of gas coming from the 
compressor. These guiding members may be 
shaped 'in the manner of a system of teeth pref 

' erably bent‘ against the direction of ?ow of the 
gas current, and distributed over the whole pe 
riphery or located on certain parts of the pe 
riphery only, but they may, possibly also be dis 

‘ pensed with entirely. 
The feeding of the fuel injection members l0, 

l0’, II, I! etc. is effected e. g. by the reciprocating _ 
pump 12. If it is desired that the feeding should 
not be periodical, the balancing chests 23 e. g. 
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air chests per se known and commonly used in _ 
- connection with reciprocating pumps may be in 
serted between the pump and the fuel injection 
members. - The connection between the pump and 
the fuel injection members is effected by the ducts 
24. The number and arrangement of the burners 
or atomizers employed for the purpose of intro 
duction of heat are shown on the drawing in a 
diagrammatical manner only and may also be 
di?erent from those shown. The manner of 
operation of this apparatus is the following: In 
case of the rotation of the shaft 6 the compressor 
will draw in .air in the direction of the arrow ll 
through the inlet openings l8 and will compress 
this air by making it ?ow through the blade rings. 
The members 10, In’ for ‘the introduction of 

fuel are either leading hot gases of combustion 
into the combustion space 9 or directly passing 
the fuel into the said space; in the case of“ liquid 
fuel they are atomizing the latter; in the case of 
solid fuel it is not by means of atomizing but by 
some other means that the said members allow 
the fuel to pass into the space 9, whilst in the case 
of gaseous fuel the fuel, possibly already pre 
viously mixed with air will simply ?ow in through 
these members. The same is true also for the 
burners, or, as the case may be, atomizers H 
and I! for the introduction of fuel. Owing to the 
introduction of heat by the members l0, lo’ the 
temperature of the compressed air will become in 
creased at constant pressure during the combus 
tion, following which in?ow into the turbine part 
will take place. In the turbine stages the gas 
will gradually expand and will be discharged from 

50 
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- ’chamber the combustion is taking place in such ' 
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that the temperature of the air discharged from 
the compressor is high; in the case of a com 
pression to ten times the original pressure 

' can) a P0 

and in case the air drawn in has a temperature 
of 0° C., the temperature reached after com 
pression is about 300° C._,_ at which temperature, 
‘for instance in the case of operation on gas-oil, 
the time required for the ignition of the fuel will 
be quite considerable. The opening of the cham 
ber 9 through which the said chamber communi-_ 
cates with the flow space I5 is washed by the 
current of air, and in that embodiment of the 
apparatus according to the invention in which“ 
the guiding members l6 are wanting, the current 
of air will set the gas contained in the combus 
tion chamber into rotation owing to friction ‘ 
whereby a layer of the air current adjacent to the 
rotating gas mixture will be detached and car 
ried away into the combustion chamber, so that 
the entrance ‘of fresh air into the combustion 
chamber will be assured in this case also, in con 
sequence of which a corresponding quantity of' 
gas mixture will be displaced herefrom towards 
the entrance into the turbine. The same result 
is obtained and increased by the employment ‘of 

t the guiding members I6, which are at certain 
places de?ecting a part of the air current into 
the combustion chamber where the fresh air en 
tering the chamber maintains a turbulent circu 
lating motion. By selecting the magnitude of 
the communication opening in a suitable man 
ner, and/or by giving a suitable shape to the 
guiding members it is possible to control the por 
tion of the air supplied by the compressor which 
should enter the combustion chamber. The fuel ' 
‘is led into the combustion chamber by means of - 
the members l0, l0’ which are shaped in such 
a manner as to ensure the proper mixing of the 
fuel, this being done in the case of liquid fuel 
by means of atomizers; in the said combustion 

a degree as required according to what has been 
explained above. In view of the fact that it is 
only in a portion of the total quantity of air 
‘entering the combustion chamber that combus 
tion takes place, the temperature ruling in the . 
combustion chamber will be substantially higher 
than the average temperature of inlet into the 
turbine, and thus it will be possible to make sat 
isfactory provision for self-ignition and for en 
suring that the combustion should take place in 
a suitable degree before entrance into the tur 
bine without raising the average temperature 
above the limit permissible in view of the heat re 
sistance of the turbine structure. Thus if, for 
instance, the temperature of the gas leaving the 
compressor is 300° C., whilst that of the gas en 
tering the turbine amounts, on the average, to 
600° C., the. rise of vtemperature during the com 
bustion taking place at constant pressure will 
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amount for the whole volume of gas to 300° C. 
If one-third of the fresh air discharged from the 
compressor is allowed to enter the combustion 
chamber the temperature rise in this portion of 
the air will be 3><300=900° C., whilst the tem 
perature ruling in the combustion chamber will 
be 1200° C., at which temperature the ignition 
and combustion will already take place very 
rapidly. 
In order to ensure that the walls of the com:. 

bustion chamber should not become excessively 
heated or should not heat the wall of the casing 
excessively, it will be advisable to allow a part of 
the air to ?ow through the clearances or ducts 
H left between the combustion chamber and the 
casing. The guidance of the air into this clear 
ance is effected by means of vthe guiding mem 
ber 2| which projects in the desired extent into 
the stream of air and directs a flow of suitable 
intensity towards the clearance. It is, however, 
also possible to insulate the wall of the combus 
tion space by other means. 
From the combustion chamber a quantity of 

hot gas corresponding to the quantity of air ?ow 
ing in will ?ow out, which quantity of hot gas 
will ‘accordingly become mixed with the rest of 
the current of air already before entering the 
turbine, so as to prevent that the turbine blades 
should become excessively heated at single places. 
Provision for the thorough mixing of the hot 
gases discharged from the chamber with the rest 
of the air should be made by leaving free a suit 
able mixing space as shown at 65 in Fig. 5. 
As appears from the above it is a circumstance 

of great importance from the point of view of 
safe ignition and combustion, and on the other 
hand from the point of view of the proper mod 
eration of the initial temperature of entrance 

. into the turbine, that the current of air issuing 
from the compressor and entering the combus 
tion chamber is divided into two parts, the com 
bustion taking place ?rst in one of these parts, 
whilst the other part serves for the ‘reason re 

l0 
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ferred to for the purposes of the admixture after ~ 
combustion. , 

The fuel-introducing devices H and 12 which 
may of course be arranged, not only ‘in the sec 
ond and third stage but in any desired number 
and at any desired places are serving for the 

' supplementary introduction of fuel for the pur 
pose of carrying the isothermic or approximately 
isothermic expansion into effect. These atom 
izers are however not required in each case. 
It is also possible to carry the isothermic expan 
sion into e?‘ect in such a manner that it is only 
into the combustion space 9 that any fuel is in: 
troduced, notably in such a manner, that the 
combustion is not completed before inlet into 
theturbine, but should be continued in the tur 
bine so as to produce the isothermic or approxi 
mately isothermic expansion. In order to carry 
isothermic combustion into e?ect the manner‘in. 
which the fuel is passed into the combustion 
space possesses extraordinary importance. How 
much fuel ‘will be burned before entering the 
turbine and how much will be burned before 
entering the turbine and how much will be burnt 
in the turbine itself; is a matter which can be con 
trolled by means of the perfection of the mix 

" ture, in the case of liquid material by the extent 
of atomization as well as by the selection of the 
particular place of the space of combustion at 
which the fuel is passed into the air, and further 

_ > more also by the shape and/or dimensions given 
to the space of combustion. All effects by which 

50 

' pansion takes place. 

2,243,46’? 
combustion is slowed down, will also extend the 
length of the section along which isothermic ex 

Thus it will be advisable 
to select and/or feed the atomizers, including the 
atomizers feeding into the combustion chamber, 
in such a manner, as to ensure that the degree of 
?neness of their atomization should be different. 
Fuel atomized into line particles will become 
burnt more quickly than fuel atomized into rough 
particles only and according to the degree of 
?neness of the atomization the combustion will 
extend into the turbine in a greater or in a less 
degree. At a certain degree of atomization, it is 
moreover possible to in?uence the progress of 
the combustion also by means of the shape given 
to the combustion chamber 9, and/or by means of 
the quantity of the fresh air introduced into the 
said chamber. ' 

Should in the regulation of the gas-turbine the 
length of the isothermic section also be varied, it 
is preferable to vary at least one among the fac 
tors mentioned above. It is for this purpose that 
the constructional detail shown on Fig. 7, which 
represents an atomizer, serves. In the atomizer 
body 33 the valve 34 sliding in a tight manner 
preventing leakage is arranged, which valve by 
means of its conical end is regulating, according 
to the position occupied by the said valve, the 
cross section left open in the conical opening 36. 
It is through the bore-holes 3'! and 38 that the 
fuel enters the atomizer body from which it passes 
into the ‘storage space~ 39. In the storage space 
39 the pressure of the fuel is such, that by acting 
on the lower surface of the valve 34 it will raise 
the said valve against the action of the spring 
40. The preliminary tension of the spring 60 is 
controlled by adjusting the screwed spring sup 
port 4| in the longitudinal direction by turning 
thehandle 42., As the degree of atomization of 
the fuel depends on the pressure of the atomiza 
tion, the amountof atomizations can also be con 
trolled by turning the handle 42. 

If the fuel is injected into the chamber of com 
bustion by means of a plurality of atomizers, it 
will be preferable to effect regulation in case of 
the diminution of the output in such a. manner, 
that it is the feeding of the atomizers operating 
with a more rough atomization which is dimin 
ished ?rst; whilst if in addition to the atomizers 
or fuel introducing burners feeding into the 
chamber of combustion fuel is introduced also 

a by means of, burners'or atomizers arranged be 
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tween the various stages of the turbine, it is in 
' the first place the feeding of these last named 
burners or atomizers which is reduced in case of 
a diminution of the output. 

' In case during the course of the regulation of 
'the gas turbine the air drawn in is throttled, it 
is necessary to arrange the throttling members, 
e. g. the throttle-valve ‘I4 (Fig. 6) in the inlet 
opening of the compressor. ._ _ 

The axial throughflow compressor and axial 
through?ow turbine shown- on Fig. 5 are par 

‘ ticularly advantageousv for carrying the working 
65 

75 

process forming the subject of the invention into 
effect, because they permit the throughflow of 
a very large quantity of air with small dimen 
sions of the apparatus, such small dimensions 
meaning ‘at the same~ time'a small weight of ap 
paratus.‘ This apparatus will, particularly in 
the caseof such a design in which it is substan 
tially only the components ohperlpheral direction 
of the gas velocity which suffer any alteration, 
(in which accordingly, no alteration is suffered 
owing ‘to the changes of energy .by the axial 
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component) permit very high through?ow speeds 
without substantial losses deriving therefrom. 
It is characteristic for a compressor and/or tur 
bine of such a type of design that the mean blade 
circle diameter of a stationary blade ring ar 
ranged between two adjacent rotating blade rings 
is ‘approximately or exactly similar to the mean 
.?gure of the blade circle diameter of the rotating 
blade rings.’ It is,vmoreover, also characteristic 
that the individual blade rings are arranged im 
mediately alongside each other without any par- ' 
tition wall being provided between them. 

In_ connection with the compressor it is," in 
order to obtain a particularly high e?iciency and 
high output, preferable to make provision for re 
moving the spent boundary layer braked owing 
to friction and to rise of pressure from the sur 
face of the casing and/or of the rotor, so as to. 

' avoid the expected rise of pressure being pre 
vented by the said layer. It is for this purpose 
that the arrangement per se known, shown by 
way of. example in Fig. 5, serves, in which the 
spent boundary layer is through the ports 28, 28', 
provided along the partition walls 21, 21' in some‘ 
stage of /the compressor, ?owing back through 
the ducts 29, 29' and through ports 30, 30’ to a 
place of lower pressure of the compressor, enter-. 
ing into which place it will possess the regular 
contents of energy relatively to the conditions 
ruling there, and thus it will not be able to hinder 
that the rise of pressure should take place. 

In view of the fact that ‘the higher the tem 
perature at which the turbine is operating, the 
higher will be its e?iciency, and the greater the 
peripheral velocity of its ‘rotation, the smaller will 
be the dimensions of the turbine, the mechanical 
stresses to which the material of the rotor is sub 
jected will also be substantial. For this reason 
it will be preferable to cool the rotorfrom inside. 
This can be carried into eifect in a suitable man 
ner, if a current of air is allowed to. enter the 
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that side of the combustion chamber 63 which 
faces the compressor there is provided opposite 
to the current of air leaving the compressor, and ' 
in such a manner as to project into this current 
of air, the guiding edge 10, which is able to divide A_ 
the current .of .air ' leaving the compressor into . 
two portions. The combustion chamber is ?xed 
into the external casing ‘H by meansof the guid 
ing members ‘I2, which guiding members-as al 
ready described in connection with Fig. 5-are 
arranged on various parts of the periphery of the 
combustion chamber and are intended for guiding 
the air-into the combustion chamber. ' 
On the side facing the turbine of the combus 

tion chamber body the ring rib ‘I3 is closely ap 
proaching the ?rst disc of the turbine rotor,>so 
that only a small clearance remains between the 
two. The operation of this mechanism is the 
following: The current of air issuing from the 
compressor will, in'accordance with the arrows 
marked on the drawing, after striking against 
the guiding edge ‘I0, ?ow partly towards the com 
bustionchamber, and partly ?ow inward in a 
radial direction alongside the combustioncham 
her through the duct 55. This part of the air 

' current is- the coolingcurrent which will enter 
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'the turbine rotor in the axial direction through 
the openings 61, 61' provided in the discs, but 
will ?ow outwards along the turbine discs 
through the clearances or o enings left between 
the ring ‘ribs 68, 68’ of the iscs, and will there 
by e?‘iciently cool the external surface of the 
said discs.v The current of air returns into the 
space remaining between the turbine rotor and 
the chamber of combustion through the return 

' bore-holes 69, 69,’, following which it will through 
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interior 'of the rotor, and it is this purpose which . 
is served by the openings, shown on'Fig. 5, on _ 
the one hand in the rotor at 3|—3l’ and on the 
other hand in the bearing pedestals of the casing 
at 32, 32'. ' a 
In addition hereto it is possible to cool the 

turbine rotor also by means of the compressed - 
air leaving the compressor, or by means of a por 
tion of such air, the said portion, in thisz‘ case, 
participating in the working cycle of the turbine 
after having passed through the interior of the 
turbine rotor. Moreover the external casing of 
the turbine also can ‘be cooled by means of-the 
compressed air. ' ' 

This last-named arrangement of the cooling of 
_ the turbine rotor'is shown on Fig. 6, according 
' to which it is betweenv the compressor rotor 6| 
keyed on the shaft 60 and the disc-shaped tur 
bine rotor'62, 62' keyed likewise on the shaft'li? 
that the combustion chamber 63 is arranged; the 
latter, however, is in the present type ‘of .design 
not inserted closely between the rotors, but leaves 
room for the air conducting gaps 65 and 66 re 
spectively. On the rotating discs of the turbine 
there are provided in the vicinity ‘of the shaft 
the openings ‘61, 61' . . . , beyond .which open 
ings, on a larger diameter, theribs 68, 68' . . . 
are provided. The annular ribs of the mutually 
‘adjacent discs are either not in mutual contact 
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55 

60 

65 

70 

at all, or are in mutual contact in places only, so that a through?ow cross-section-remains for the ' 

air. Beyond the annular ribs, on a diameter 
larger still, further througn?ow openings 
69, 68' . . . etc. are provided in the discs. On 
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the duct 66 ?ow into the turbine, mixed into the 
' rest ,oithe working medium. . 
It is at the point of entrance into the com; 

. pressor,and in the low-pressure part of the tur 
bine that the speci?c volume of the‘ gas ?owing 
through the gas turbine is the highest. In order 
to prevent that, particularly at the last-named 
place, an excessively long radial blade dimen- ‘ 
sion should result, it is preferable to construct 
the turbine in such a manner that its low-pres 
sure part should'beof greater diameter. 'In or 
der tolprevent, on the other hand, that in this 
case its peripheral velocity should be too high, 
it is advisable to ?x the speed of the low-pres 
sure part at a lower ?gure. Such an arrange 
ment is illustrated by Fig. 8. As shown in this 
?gure, it isin the casing 63 that the rotor 44 of 
the turbine-compressor set is arranged, the said .. 
rotor. being mounted so as to be rotatable in the 
bearings 4'|-41','on'the shaft 46 of the low pres 
sure turbine rotor 45, which latter drives the en- _ 

air propeller ergy consumer (e. g. the. airplane 
51) in a direct manner. 
The shaft 46 is supported by means of the 

bearings 48, 48, in' the casing 43. The air flows 
in at'the inlet opening 49 of the compressor, fol 
lowing which it ?ows through the compressor 
and through the high-pressure turbine 50 and 
proceeds into the low-pressure turbine 45 of 
vgreater diameter, A mechanical connection is 
effected between the rotors 44 and 45 bythe gear 
5| ' 

in Fig. 9 the low-pressure rotor 52 of the com-j; pressor is likewise of greater diameter than the‘: 

high-pressure rotor 53, and is keyed ,on a com- 
mon shaft 56 with the compressor rotor 54 of the v 
turbine, as welhas with ‘the consumer (air pro- , 
peller) 51. Here the mechanical connection with 



the turbine-compressor set 53 is supplied by the 
gear wheel 55. 

It is preferable to select the dimensions of the 
compressor-turbine set 44, or 53, respectively, 
and/or the distribution over high-pressure and 
low-pressure parts in such a manner that the 
resultant useful output of the part containing 
the high-pressure turbine (turbine and compres 
sor>~ should be zero, i. e. that the work of the 
turbine should just cover the requirements of 
energy of the compressor. In such a case it is 
preferable to take off the useful output at the 

' shafts G5 or 56, respectively, and thus the out 
put to be transmitted by the gears 55 or 5|, re 
spectively, is likewise zero, or only very small. 
By driving the machines in such a manner the 
mechanical connection between the compressor 
turbine set and the low-pressure machines may 
also be dispensed with entirely, in which case the 
former rotates freely. 

It is understood that the arrangements de 
scribed and illustrated by the drawings. should 
only be considered to represent embodiments 
shown by way of example, innumerable other 
variants of arrangement being likewise suitable 
for carrying the process-forming the subject of 
the invention into effect, and it is only for the 
sake of brevity that such other variants of ar 
rangement have not been described and illus 
trated in detail. 

I claim: 
1. A process for gas turbines, consisting in 

effecting the introduction of heat by introduc 

2,243,467 
ing more the adiabatic than'the isothermic, 

'_ preferably without any heat introduction. 
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ing fuel into the‘ compressed working medium , 
and burning a part thereof in a part of the 
working medium, i. e. so as to concentrate com 
bustion to a portion of the working medium 
only, before the inlet into the turbine and by 
burning another part of the fuel during expan— 
sion, in the gas current formed by the totality 
of the‘ working medium, in the turbine itself, 
advantageously at a practically constant tem 
perature, and in following this latter fuel com 
bustion by a further expansion approaching 
more the adiabatic than the isothermic, pref 
erably without any heat introduction. 

2. A process for gas turbines, consisting in 
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effecting the introduction of heat into the com-- ' 
pressed working medium by introducing and 
burning fuel in a combustion chamber, being 
arranged between the compressor and the tur 
bine and suitable for holding only a part of the 
working medium, at constant pressure and there 
after by introducing and burning a further 
quantity of fuel in the gas current ?owing in 
the turbine in a manner and distribution as, to 
ensure by its combustion advantageously ap 
proximately isothermic expansion, until an in 
termediate turbine stage, and in following this 
latter fuel combustion by an expansion, ap 
proaching more the adiabatic than the isother 
mic, preferably without any heat introduction. 

3. A process for gas turbines, consisting in 
admitting the fuel and a_ part of the compressed‘ 
combustion air entering the turbine to a vcorn 
bustion space of constant pressure between the 
compressor and the turbine in a manner and 
quantity ensuring the commencement of the 
combustion in the said combustion chamber ‘and 
the continuation thereof in the gas current 
formed by the totality of the working medium, 
in the turbine itself, until an intermediate tur 

4. A process for gas turbines, consisting in ef 
fecting the introduction of heat by introducing 
fuel into the compressed working medium and 
burning a part thereof in a part of the working 
medium, i. 
to a port-ion of the working medium only, before 
the inlet into the turbine and by burning an 
other part of the fuel during expansion, in the 
gas current formed by the totality of the work 
ing medium, in the turbine itself, advantageously 
at a practically constant temperature, and in 
following this latter fuel combustion by a fur 
ther expansion approaching more the adiabatic 
than the isothermic, preferably without any 
heat introduction, the magnitude of the ex 
pansion without any heat introduction being 
chosen so as to keep the relative magnitude 

("l-Po 
of this expansion (the proportion of the pressure 
drop pee-p0 thereof to the full pressure drop 
191-770 in the turbine) between the limits 0.05 and 

92 " 171/770 
88 

5. A process for gas turbines, consisting in 
effecting the introduction of heat ‘by introducing 
fuel into the, compressed working medium and 
burning a part thereof in a part of the working 
medium,vi. e. so as to concentrate combustion 
to a portion of the working medium only, before 
the inlet into the turbine and by burning another 

_ part of the fuel during expansion, in the gas 
current formed by the totality of the working 
medium, in the turbine itself, advantageously 
at‘ a practically constant temperature, in fol 
lowing this latter fuel combustion by a further 
expansion approaching more the adiabatic than 
the isothermic, preferably without any heat in 
troduction, and in altering the relative mag 
nitude 

172-770 
201-710 

of this further expansion (the proportion of the 
pressure drop pz—pn thereof to the full pressure 
drop pi—po in the turbine) with the alteration 
of the heat quantity introduced when the output 

> of the turbine is altered. 
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bine stage, advantageously at approximately , 
isothermic expansion, this section of: expansion 
being followed by a further expansionapproach 

6.,A process for gas turbines, consisting in 
effecting the introduction of heat by introducing 
fuel into the compressed working medium and 
burning a part thereof in a part of the working 
medium, i. e. so as to concentrate combustion 
to a portion of the working medium only, before 
the inlet into the turbine and by burning an 
other part of the fuel during expansion, in the 
gas current formed by the totality of the work 
ing medium, in the turbine itself, advantageous 
ly at a practically constant temperature, in 
"following this latter fuel combustion by a fur 
ther expansion approaching _more the adiabatic 
than the isothermic,-and in throttling the air - ' 
to be compressed simultaneously with the dim 
inution of the heat quantity introduced when . 
the output of the turbine is diminished. 

7. A process for gas turbines, consisting in 
admitting the‘ liquid fuel and a part of the com 
pressed combustion air entering- the turbine to 
a combustion space of constant pressure between 
the compressor and the turbine in a mannerv 
and quantity ensuring the commencement of 
the combustion in the said combustion cham 

c. so as to concentrate combustion‘ 



1r ., 
. mjhltbine, an annular hollowbody. around the 
turbine shaft forming combustionjchamber 

the-said ‘compressor and turbine, suit 

_ ~ g .. _ 1 2,243,467 ' 

her .and the continuation thereof in theygas. 
current formed by the totality of the working 
medium, in the turbine itself, until an ‘inter 
mediate turbine stage, advantageously at ap 
proximately isothermic expansion, in following 
this expansion, with a_ further expansion with- ' 
out any heat introduction, and in altering the 

. degree of atomization of the fuel in the. com 
bustion air when the output of the turbine is 
altered. ‘ . 

8. A process for gas turbines, consisting in ad'- ' 
mitting the liquid fuel, by ‘means of- atomizers; 

7 
the said hollow body close to the working medium 
current ?owing from the compressor towards the 

' turbine, a by-pass air gap between the said hol 
low body and the engine casing, wall prolonga-' 
tions projecting into the compressed air ?ow and 
de?ecting a part thereof into the said gap, pro 
vided on the edge of the inlet opening of the 
combustion chamber‘ nearer the compressor, 

, means suitable to de?ect at least a part of the 
10. 

and a part of the compressed combustion air . 
entering the turbine to a combustion space of 
constant pressure between the compressor and 
the turbine in a manner and quantity ensuring 
,the commencement of the combustion in the said 
combustion chamber and the continuation thereof 
in the gas current‘ formed by the totality of the 
working medium, in the turbine itself,‘ until an 

remaining quantity of the working medium cur 
rent. into thesaid combustion chamber, situated 
on the edge of the ‘said annular inlet opening 
nearer the, turbine, and means supplying fuel - 
into the working medium at best until an inter 
mediate stage? of the turbine ina manner and 
ditsribution ensuring-"combustion partly .before 
the in?ow into the’ turbine in the said combus 
‘tion chamber, and partly during the ?rst part 

' »- of the expansion in thevturbine also, this ?rst 
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intermediate turbine stage, advantageously at ap- if 
proximately isothermic- expansion, and in dimin~ 
ishing firstly the fuel supply of the atomizers 
supplying between the turbine stages when the 
output of the turbine is diminished, the said sec-' 
tion of expansion being followed by a fiu'ther ex 
pansion approaching more the adiabatic than the 
isothermic, preferably‘ without any heat introduc 
tion. ‘ , 

9. Inan‘equipment for gas turbines, a com 
pressor for compressing the working medium, a - 
gas turbine, a combustion chamber between the 
said compressor and turbine suitable for holding 
only a part of the compressed working medium, 
and means introducing fuel into the compressed 
working medium in a manner ensuring combus 
tion of a part of the fuel‘ before the inlet of the 
turbine in the said combustion chamber,‘and of 
the remaining, part oil-the fuel, until an inter 
mediate turbine stage, in the turbine also,‘ this 
latter fuel ‘combustion being effected advan 

. tageo’usly ‘at isothermic expansion, and accom 
. panied by‘ av further expansion _, approaching 
more the adiabatic than-the isothermic, prefe_r—_ 
ably without any heat introduction. _ - 

10. In an equipment for gas turbines,’v a com‘ 
pressor for compressing the working medium, a 
gas turbine, an annular hollow body around the 
mane shaft forming the'combustion'chamber' 

_ between, the said compressor and turbine, suit 
able? for {holding only ‘a’ part of the ‘compressed 
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part of expansion being effected advantageously 
isothermically; , I 

- 12. In an equipment for'g'as turbines, a com 
pressor for compressing the working medium, a 
gas turbine fed with liquidfuel, a combustion 
chamber joining on to the’?ow path of the work- ‘ 
ing medium between the said compressor and 

' turbine suitable for holding only a part of the 
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compressed» working medium' streaming to the v 
' inlet into the turbine, and atomizers of different 

degree of atomization for supplying. the'fuel into‘ 
thesaid combustion chamber and into the first 
stages of the turbine in a manner ensuring com; 
bustion and approximately isothermic expansion 
until an intermediate expansion stage. 
_> 13.‘ In an equipment for gas turbines, a com 

, pressor for compressing the‘ working ‘medium 
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having blade rows of average diameters equal to, 
the mean ?gures of the average diameters of the ' 
adjacent blade rows, a gas turbine, a combus 
tion chamber joining on to the flow path of the 
working medium between the said compressor 
‘and turbine suitable for holding only a part of the 
compressed working medium streaming to the . 
inlet into the turbine, and means introducing 
fuel into the‘ compressed working medium in a 
‘manner ensuring combustion to be started before 

. the in?ow into the turbine in the said combus- ' 
tion chamber and completed in an intermediate 

- expansion stage of the turbine, the combustion 
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working?medium, an annular- inlet opening-on . 
the said hollow-body ‘close to the current of 
working medium ?owing from the compressor to- 
wards the turbine, means suitable to de?ect at 
least a part of the working medium current into . 
the combustion chamber, situated on the edge 
of the saidannular inlet opening facing'the ?ow , 
and'in'e‘ans supplying fuel at least partly‘intolthe 

. said combustion chamberin a‘manner and dis 
tribution‘ ensuring combustion partlybefore. the . 

the turbine, and partly in the first ' ‘in?ow-1 into _ v 7 

stages of the-turbine ‘also, this latter combustion 
being e?ected - advantageously at isothermic _ex-. 
pansion: -- A ‘ ' ‘ ' 

11-. In an equipment for gas turbines, a com-. 
for compressing} the "working medium, a _ 

ing'the turbine being effected advantageously at 
isothermic expansion. _ i v 

14. In an equipment for. gas turbines, a com 
pressor for compressing the working medium 

' having blade rows of average diameters equal to 

ablefor‘holding-lonly a- part of the compressed. 
an annular inlet opening on 

the mean'?gures of the average diameters of. the 
, adjacent blade rows and channels in the walls 
of its working space connecting zones [of lower 
and higherpressure, a gas turbine, a combustion 
chamber joining on to the. flow path of the work- v . 
ing medium between the said compressor and 
turbine suitable for holding only a part of the 

1 compressed'working medium streaming to the 
inlet into the turbine, and means introducing 
fuel into the compressed worklngvmedium in a 
manner ensuring combustion to be started before _ 
the inflow. into the turbine in the said combustion 
chamber and completed ‘in an intermediate .ex 
.pansion ‘stage of the turbine, the combustion in 

' the ‘turbine being effected advantageously. at ~ 
isothermic expansion _ - 


